
Ad 
Forecast

MAGNA is expecting the Restaurant category total ad spend to rebound +7% YoY in 2021 and another +7% in 
2022. The industry is beginning to return to pre-pandemic levels with restaurants posting their third consecutive 
month of positive sales growth in May compared to the same time in 2019.4  However, overall recovery could be 
hampered by higher menu prices due to a variety of factors including rising labor costs and food ingredients. The 
industry has also been boosted by stimulus checks, which should wear off in the second half of 2021. 

Digital 
&
off-premise

The pandemic undoubtedly changed the dining landscape, accelerating the digital transformation and shift to   
off-premise. Consumers are more accustomed than ever to the conveniences of digital ordering, curbside   
pickups, and contactless delivery. While current elevated levels of off-premise mix should taper slightly as the 
economy opens, sales are expected to stabilize at levels above pre-COVID.  Brands are racing to enhance the 
consumers’ total digital experience with integrated and frictionless platforms as well as hyper-personalized and 
more connected interaction via loyalty programs. 

Growth 
drivers

Large, well-capitalized chains are looking to sustain their share gains during the past year. In addition to digital 
and off-premise, brands are investing in food and beverage innovation, improved product quality and everyday 
value. Regrowing in-store traffic is a key area of focus as restaurant visits are still not back to pre-pandemic  
levels. With lines between dayparts further blurring the past year, some chains are looking to expand beyond the 
core. Breakfast away from home could see a resurgence on increased consumer mobility. 
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Ad 
Spend1

The Restaurant category’s total ad spend declined -16% in CY2020 on very steep cuts in casual dining chains.    
QSR fared much better with ad dollars stabilizing in 3Q20 and returning to growth in 4Q20. In the first five  
months of 2021, QSR all media spend was up over the same period in 2019, with TV growing over +10% YoY       
and digital climbing +60%. Casual dining dollars have yet to come back even as sales gradually rebound. 

Quick 
Service

Fast-food chains snapped back from COVID-19 quickly as they benefited from prior investments in drive-thru, 
takeout and delivery. Big pizza brands outperformed independent shops in 2020 and maintained their strong 
growth in 1H21. Chicken remained popular with several major chains joining the “chicken sandwich wars” in the 
recent months. Coffee is slowly picking up following a tough 2020 on the lack of morning commuters. 

Casual 
Dining

Casual dining has been losing market share to quick service for years and the pandemic accelerated that shift. 
Sales for casual dining chains plummeted -27% and unit count shrank by more than 5% during 2020,2 fueled by 
dine-in restrictions, lack of drive-thrus, and less-developed take-out and delivery programs. Many larger brands 
are seeing sales recover in 1H21 as they lean into their core, simplify menus and build off-premise channels. 

Delivery 
services

Online food delivery exploded in 2020. With 57% U.S. share,3 DoorDash saw revenues surge by over 3x last year. 
Despite the growth, the industry is intensely competitive, with the three major providers spending heavily on 
promotions and advertising to attract new and “promiscuous” customers. The competition has also led to 
consolidation, with Uber acquiring Postmates and Grubhub being sold to UK-based Just Eat Takeaway.com.
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RESTAURANT CATEGORY

McDonald’s eked out a small gain in 2020, delivering its sixth consecutive year of positive comparable sales. 
Management expects the momentum to sustain through 2021 with +14% U.S. same-store sales increase in 
1Q21. The growth was attributed to robust drive-thru sales, benefit from stimulus checks, and the new 
chicken sandwich launched in February. Breakfast daypart has been positive since 3Q20, even as All-Day 
Breakfast was removed in March 2020 to simplify operations and improve speed. 
Last November, McDonald’s laid out its Accelerating the Arches growth strategy focused on the MCD platform 
–Marketing, Commitment to the Core, and three Ds (drive-thru, delivery, and digital). The chain has over 20M 
active app users and officially launched its first loyalty program, MyMcDonald’s Rewards, this July. 

Subway recently unveiled its “Eat Fresh Refresh” plan to overhaul its menu and refresh the brand. CEO John 
Chidsey, who took over in November 2019, has taken steps to turnaround the business, including revamping 
the executive team, closing underperforming stores and relaunching the mobile app. A former Burger King 
CEO, Chidsey is focused on growing U.S. system sales rather than unit count. According to Technomic, 
Subway’s systemwide sales plunged -18% YoY in 2020, its seventh consecutive year of decline. As of end 
2020, Subway has ~22,000 U.S. locations, down from a peak of over 27,000. 

Starbucks returned to growth in the quarter ending March 2021 with U.S. same-store sales up +9% YoY on 
record-high food attach, premium beverage mix and increased customization and upsizing. Strength was also 
credited to its sticky My Starbucks Rewards program, where 22.9M members drove over 50% of U.S. sales.
Starbucks is forecasting U.S. same-store sales growth of ~20% in FY21 (ending September) on a strong 
second half rebound. Longer-term, management expects U.S. sales growth of 7% annually. With over 15,000 
U.S. stores, Starbucks still sees plenty of opportunity and plans to open about 800 stores each year, with 
particular focus on suburban drive-thrus and pickup-only locations in larger metros.

DoorDash’s total orders soared over +200% YoY in 1Q21 on sustained momentum even as the economy 
reopens. DashPass subscribers ($9.99/month) more than doubled YoY with average order frequency reaching 
an all-time high. In addition to a sticky consumer behavior, management noted that the elevated customer 
acquisition and retention rate can also be attributed to its improved product, a wider selection of restaurants 
and better pricing. For 2021, DoorDash is forecasting that its gross order value to grow as much as +55%. 
DoorDash is currently the most popular food delivery brand in the U.S. with over 50% share. Growth has also 
been boosted by its expansion into new verticals including convenience, groceries, and pharmacy. In 1Q21, 
7% of total orders came from non-restaurant categories, which grew +40% compared to the prior quarter. 

Papa John’s North American same-store sales climbed +26% YoY in 1Q21. The chain benefited from 
initiatives around menu innovation (Epic Stuffed Crust, Papadias), strength in third-party delivery, higher 
marketing spend and stimulus payments. Papa John’s added 11M new customers over the last year in its 
digital channels while its Papa Rewards loyalty program hit 20M members, up from 12M two years ago. The 
outperformance followed a very strong 2020, where same-store sales grew +18% and annual average unit 
volume exceeded $1M for the first time in its history. 

Chipotle reported same-store sales growth of +17% YoY in 1Q21, driven by its robust digital business which 
accounted for 50% of total sales in the quarter. Chipotle has been leveraging its digital ecosystem that has 
grown to over 21M loyalty members. According to the company, there was little overlap between in-person 
and digital orders with only 10–15% of guests using both channels. Chipotle has also been rolling out 
Chipotlanes, its drive-thru model designed for order ahead transactions. In addition, menu innovation is a key 
focus since the new management team took over in 2018. Chipotle has added quesadilla in 2021 and 
launched limited-time offerings such as cauliflower rice to draw in new customers. 

Olive Garden same-store sales rebounded in the 4Q21 (ending May), surging +62% YoY and were only down    
-1.5% compared to the same period in 2019. Even as dining rooms slowly reopened, off-premise sales mix 
remained well above pre-pandemic levels as consumers have been turning to to-go food as at-home meal 
replacement option. CEO Gene Lee noted that off-premise has been stickier than its initial expectations. 
Parent company Darden is forecasting that its FY22 sales will top pre-pandemic levels.
Olive Garden is putting more emphasis on profitable growth. The chain simplified its menu, cut down on 
heavy discounting and promotions, and reduced marketing dollars. While marketing is expected to rebound, 
management expects FY22 spend to remain at a lower level with more dollars in digital channels. 
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https://corporate.mcdonalds.com/corpmcd/our-company/who-we-are/accelerating-the-arches.html
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